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On today's podcast episode, we discuss how GPT-4o can help employees with their jobs, how

artificial intelligence will shape organizational change design, and if your new CEO might soon

be an AI. Tune in to the discussion with our vice president of GenAI Dan Van Dyke and senior

vice president of media, content, and strategy Henry Powderly.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Round L. Partner with Round L and reach over 165 million

guests who look to target for joy and inspiration. Together they'll design curated media

solutions that are a seamless extension of the target experience, and it's all backed by

unparalleled first party data and of course measurements. If you want to know more, you can

head to round L-R-O-U-N-D-E l.com.

Dan Van Dyke (00:30):

It's important as we all raise to realize those e�ciency gains, to also see some of the risks of

sharing data that shouldn't be shared and to keep our eyes open about working with AI

players whose valuations seem to imply that investors believe that they'll disrupt a lot of

industries.

Marcus Johnson (00:52):

Hey gang, it's Tuesday, June 4th. Dan Henry, and listeners, welcome to the Behind Numbers

Daily, an eMarket podcast made possible by Round Dale. I'm Marcus. Today, I'm joined by two

gents. Let's meet them. We start with our VP of Gen AI based in New York City. It's Dan Van

Dyke.

Dan Van Dyke (01:11):

Hey Marcus. Good to be here.

Marcus Johnson (01:12):

Hey, fella. We're also joined by our SVP of Media Content and Strategy based in Maine. It's

Henry Powderly.

Henry Powderly (01:20):

Hey Marcus. Thanks for the invite.

Marcus Johnson (01:21):

Hey, fella. Yes, sir. Welcome to the show. First time we start with the fact of the day our brains

produce as many as 50,000 thoughts per day according to the National Science Foundation.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/md-62ksY3doHEKPSTiaAwJztwgYPSLAmdFNm1LGJVhpUjOxv0j7KLpAFZldqHEYeRg8F5j0tI1uQUxlEugs5L5rx4wE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.5699999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TIQPGDPE33ujcZA20BqlbpAdE4ys_69hRPFdKWT558dYAwfKjqSprarLlug1S6Dl-rUgrKck6hcvS0idLl9j5lCZnAI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=30.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0MY72PkF25ysEbzeTgHMBga2kEHSMeQbrJU3L58oucQzIHu7mau9ZbbFuWtiBhzzJt4YgUaJm_AncUw1lLsCEMi_N5Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=52.95
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/idB1PaTLSc1DcvdUp_TeTqySlUH14Uv-aADPzeVm3QfrDYoC2IE5-PJ0EMrcwjzRiauHYGiqw7YcxTpFsm3DF2vtRl4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=71.31
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FDWM2K-tp0-E5MIUmGHaD4BFMELpue_xtxJJND8c_pF8HIyRxh_ZG4XnmOrh-IJiveOJYsdiorB0L-VXkEDJbrLNWTI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=72.78
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WWsJA3fFpbXC3GdUH228WbTxvpspXnHs_iavL9p2-KOcP5VBGvb-wQKB3kFo-B3vWVNSfXarIp6lcNvRUuQw2oNVSdo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=80.25
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MB_6lvRAnEvKIBK_lu88_uu_AiczezJ7zS-3IEPlU3rZIfCzx0G2pEtyUrj-pg6Tdw7UuUdePMTdnOBCqGi7FdzytOU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=81.72
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That would be about 40 a minute. I don't know if mine does

Henry Powderly (01:42):

Half of them come right before you're trying to fall asleep, right? Yeah,

Dan Van Dyke (01:46):

Pretty

Marcus Johnson (01:47):

Much all of them.

Dan Van Dyke (01:47):

Yes. I feel like if I hit 40 a day, that's the good day.

Marcus Johnson (01:52):

It's solid pace. Almost all of them. 95% are repeated thoughts and 80% of them are negative

unless you're English and then they all are.

Dan Van Dyke (02:04):

How would they even do that study? I

Marcus Johnson (02:06):

Know. How would they determine

Dan Van Dyke (02:07):

80% or negative?

Marcus Johnson (02:09):

This may or may not be made up anyway. Today is not today's real topic, how gen AI is

changing how we work.

Marcus Johnson (02:22):

So just the lead on Gen AI know in other news today. Let's get to it. So last December 14th,

myself, Dan, and Jacob was on the show. We talked about the do's and don'ts of using genai in

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/eezXZ1IPVuteLQNcyGvzp-PBO00HC7EwNzFOa5yezH4dIfh6W-iejNLcyQzOzD9lihCBRtSvtR3jXRjDNJXzw1KyCbU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=102.99
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/kyzxsMSMAkhtEV8CVHROcUXLbTpKNtupKAF3otvZfuBKsenusV5VItAJ8UjrEldQEgN4XXl4cotSv9Y3x56Rq11Caig?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=106.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-uDVWmn7Pv42frXEZFGKvk_0m92w4dfg6o0Z4yfNsDFJKRzx39Lz4XW84Xpn6X4LrZGEAQ3poKnLNKe5AOorSEuvG-M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=107.19
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/PP_NVf7tnXPpUD3rVo0U7YknBQtuFqSy5eM5-KsAJUyIIvWAitD75a5s7JvvPZl_BTJVsQaNnU_Gr5jRhy4GYOvxaVI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=107.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/03jAXdNMBnWKWvBcomPxNq7p1qPuxnNtqHDns9RGliLt_pp0KctPfU4zjCfr9BWh6JPkrgWUmeTecSsHKDW8bC6XKPE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=112.38
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/XavM021bP_7XN6ymx7ERjAt7MD5dtiWOLKWsJGZg4JpF4ibVvBXWFIyLVMuNpoiOhu1Jdnfi8h29Vb1pwvWuK8gPevw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=124.68
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/2W4f48Y4C8am32J5wsCOTjBzWOqEhjZPOzglmwLJeEJq48ec9QS57HGJGOaTVs8Uy4fyWKGX2mS9odtF2MXocT_H4HI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=126.87
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-0Taz4yzE1NxZTjo_KOSdL-gcA3ZjJa2mWpeXnI0SUG7xgHWr1-xyP9cZg4sc9s-HKrv2s0EvaU0q-bVHPRxCD0wTUQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=127.89
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/5Iz3CqqTXqanyRq_GLmP7E7wTGJIjE8T_bFJEvEoA-r1BqwVdM98IyE1uuWsjcPF4brrPre1IH7ZRmwnCmsHd14lu2A?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=129.75
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0PYX4Dqd0e8YS9oZbNi1rOa-JT5zSKmfYz27CJ-MPAcfraVpiLr7SH9vhsPmKOQ3-0rPxPMgHC9orilLXUyS4Kf8z94?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.1399999
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the workplace and how employees feel about it. We covered what employers expect their

sta� to know about genai, whether every company will end up with their own custom version

of chat, GPT, and the do's and don'ts of using genai at work. Today we're covering some other

topics related to generative AI and working with it at work. We'll start with open AI's, new GB

t4 Oh, and what that can do for companies and employees. So tiny history here for folks,

OpenAI just introduced its latest model, GPT-4 oh. It's twice as fast can better digest images

and video in addition to text. It can interact with people by voice in real time, o�ering a more

conversational rhythm. It can detect a person's emotions in their tone, voice, or facial

expressions, and it also can remember things. So Dan, I'll start with you. What interests you

most about Open AI's GP t4? Oh, in terms of what it can do for companies and employees.

Dan Van Dyke (03:28):

So what it really does better at launch is that it's a faster B, cheaper to better writer. It handles

audio, it handles images better, whereas previous versions of chat GPT, like 4.5 or just the

initial launch of chat GT at all g PT four were Quantum Leap. What we're starting to see now is

it's more like the more recent iPhone launches where everyone is just a bit better. And the

exception or where that analogy dies is that it's also a lot cheaper in this latest launch. So what

chat GPT is able to do is give all its free users access to this new model as well, which is really

exciting. And then also a little bit scary when you consider the hidden cost of using a free

service is that you are the service. So it's a great way for them to capture a lot of data, enable

a lot more use cases that couldn't have been possible in the past. But Henry, I'm curious for

your experience having tried it out for a while, what do you see as the key use cases or

advantages?

Henry Powderly (04:27):

Yeah, and I think you kind of hit it on the head there. It's incrementally better version of GPT

than GPT-4, so it does write better. It seems to have just a little bit more nuance in the writing

already. GT four I thought was pretty good at writing and kind of a leap over the 3.5 model.

So I'm seeing a lot better writing. I'm excited to test out the audio input changes that I don't

think are available to everybody yet that's really supposed to make the conversational

interface a lot stronger. One of the things I've been reading a lot about is having the di�erence

in working with GPTs prompting versus conversing with the ai. I think for the last few releases,

it's been very prompt focused where you craft a well thought out request or a command for

the GPT and you work with the outputs that way. But in terms of things like brainstorming and

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lGFd1vCbKAPUq6p_m9HrdsoGcSjeDOPKHk-o_ZcXMUbG_0Vj5Ybj0GwWRzbO7qpzuYCfQlE8edau-0JWpAk5uTuPqxY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=208.81
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rA4ndT484-6BAqCjUuHvnBTz3-hQ_eiVYZTTdzLkP70bupgjgEQlQGXxPNvFLknFvATXyq_vrdqdZdhZgwU66Zq_IhY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=267.43
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ideation and decisioning, you could envision a conversational interface working that much

better for that. And that's supposedly what 4.0 does. Four oh does a lot better. And if you saw

some of the demos that OpenAI shared with the release, it did seem to be a lot stronger. And

the fact that it's reading your facial expressions too in that conversation is really interesting.

Marcus Johnson (05:37):

So Dan, whilst we're thinking about putting this episode together, I think I said to you that it

seems like the idea is that Genai can give employees superpowers and there's some data from

the law AI and automation as a survey. They did and they looked at the average amount of

time that we spend on work tasks, and I won't go through all of the shares, but they're pretty

evenly split between seven to 11%. The biggest is 11, it's reading and responding to emails,

talking on the phone also has 11 entering data as well. Then it goes analyzing data in-person

meetings, editing documents, managing scheduling research and reading virtual meetings,

creative thinking and coding software, the smallest percent at four. What do you think this

four oh version helps with the most?

Dan Van Dyke (06:23):

It's interesting that you asked that. I recently read Benedict Evans piece where he was talking

about how chat g BT just doesn't have the killer use case that a lot of other technologies have.

And I think the disappointing answer to your question is that it's all of those things. It helps

you get better at all of those things. And to put a little bit of meat on the bone, what I would

say is take whatever task you get stuck with that really disrupts your state of flow. So if it's

trying to change an audio setting and you're stuck, you can turn to chat GBT and say, help me

out with this annoying thing. And then you're right back in the flow of work. That's what I find

most magical about the process is no longer having those tiny disruptions that add up into a

lot of switching costs, a lot of frustration, and ultimately a lot of getting taken away in terms

of your attention from the core task.

Marcus Johnson (07:15):

Henry, do you agree with Benedict Evans and Dan here that there isn't a killer app and that it is

everything? Or has one thing jumped out to you?

Henry Powderly (07:24):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/J8SitXKZO_EBdbnhvlrquWldTD3TjfUZhjA19ClBmkG4Kv93wRDOv5APxZ8-K0plpcFyI48ahHSILj--1DOEDBIeUpY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=337.42
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/xbFuAn_UNVuQo5KklSV24jiAvZ4ZVzixr5ZNhoDnOyvQucaG_ON-9rpzKMAdjzLFR6-H6fFSLNtbprHUx2xyQyjlDr8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=383.0899999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CkKVm37H2_5HsfZgPkmZgawl2hVSHFXLiZch1zcTVUhO_NW4oJCYyrNGVf49DLzlaB0I8uES0AcFtDLbb7SrncCaqSo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=435.44
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MELrbmNeoNiO7-CEAJZwnziJ5HZKdo7HIH90Trs0RqQm2Nl_qYbzh57-jDqzTFdfdErGxa-fuw5elOTR3GK6K0GeC8E?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=444.14
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The writing has jumped out to me a little bit just because when chat GT first came out and the

promise of being able to use it for copywriting or composing emails, when you first started

working with the tech, it felt like it was the sixth grade writing level, and even though the

drafts were workable, it really wasn't quite there. And now with four, oh, I really think we're

close. There are some prompts I've given it for marketing emails based on an asset abstract

that are pretty darn close to what I'm seeing in my inbox every day. And with a smaller level of

editing and refinement, you really getting it from inception to delivery ready in a short amount

of times. Yeah,

Marcus Johnson (08:10):

Yeah. It seems like there are things people will favorite it for versus others, but Dan, to your

point, nothing is clear cut head and shoulders. This is what you're supposed to use it for. It

works well for a lot of stu�.

Dan Van Dyke (08:20):

I mean, to give you a little bit better of a response, I hate when people give answers like the

one I just gave. I would say that a lot of people use it to take a small prompt and accordion it

out into a large piece of text. And what I would say is the most powerful use case is to take a

large body of text, say it's the transcript from this podcast or it's a collection of reports and

find what's most relevant. So to accordion it in that summary and analysis is the superpower

as opposed to extrapolation and being long-winded, although it can do that if you want to.

Marcus Johnson (08:59):

Yeah, like we was talking about, folks are using these things at work, but employees are

bringing their own AI to work in a lot of instances. And Ryan Heath of Axios was pointing this

out and he was explaining that three out of four knowledge workers around the world are

using genai, but many of them are hiding it from their employers. According to a new joint

report from LinkedIn, it's parent, Microsoft Henry. What do you make of employees bringing

their own gen AI into the workplace, BYO Genai, if you will?

Henry Powderly (09:28):

I think there's nuance here to think about because the reality is every tool that exists right now

is getting AI infused into it. The platform that I use for email, for example, in the past few

months now has an AI feature for proofreading and helping shorten emails and adjust tone

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/UGTXy-BY1KXzwzxh0l9a1UoDaAEj5K7_qE0cKsaL9acy0k3yVAWNkJ4ZfGEBOVDirdvmSD1Ph5DfbiwMOP2T57tSMHk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=490.1
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Fat6GceBvl8_7lkGLcRWvx01KOujablUVFmH_TVCuDmZ0HrkyFEVQa6rtI8RRVcRGZ0RChI5pyvzeFQyja3KrNUcPH8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=500.45
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/UxrvV9oyBuWUDWumq6qHcpHp8PTfFnBqkv77rgFiRS70qd2nPjvhC8aD4WuQzl4QVGKX9MlvJCQcXacXwLoCewEL390?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=539.01
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CoF4CmZg-b0uTnJ487J56M7uAYZjHJ-oSlzODkLyFjVhknqK28yB0CLImNFFDmmnw7f6GwRajUpxbsOihIRYYAeCw6E?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=568.38
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that it didn't have a year ago. And so it's not like these are sneakily being brought into

companies, but sometimes some of the very tools that people we're working with are already

getting enhanced by ai. I mean, the other side of this though is certainly there's a lot of

experimentation, a lot of excitement around ai, and I think you want to have people

experimenting and trying new tools. The challenge is going to be for companies to keep tabs

on that and to really talk through where the pitfalls are and what needs to be considered,

especially when you're talking about sensitive data.

Marcus Johnson (10:20):

Yeah, it seems like Dan, one thing it does though is it makes it harder to measure the benefits

of a gen AI might have for a company. Mr. Heath was pointing out because employees are

using AI outside of the o�cial company strategy and rules, bosses are struggling to measure

AI benefits and adjust their AI investments accordingly.

Dan Van Dyke (10:36):

Yeah, I mean, that's an interesting point. I think there is a lot of e�ciency gains that are just

purely dark to us. And we could ask through survey questions to say, what other tools are you

using? And maybe we get a complete answer if everybody feels comfortable sharing that

information, we could ask them to say, how much time are you saving? But then it's self-

reported and human memory is flawed, some including myself worse than others. And so I

think the reality is that almost everybody would agree that we're saving time as a result of

using gen AI tools. And I think it's important as we all race to realize those e�ciency gains, to

also see some of the risks of sharing data that shouldn't be shared and to keep our eyes open

about working with AI players whose valuations seem to imply that investors believe that

they'll disrupt a lot of industries.

Marcus Johnson (11:30):

You mentioned self-reporting in terms of e�ciency gains of folks using their own gen AI for

di�erent tasks. Also note here, so folks just incredibly nervous about sharing some of this

stu�. The piece was also saying of AI users surveyed half said they worry that if their

employers know they're using AI to be more productive or creative, it will signal that they're

replaceable. And so you want to use this stu� to help you out with your day, but you also don't

want to use it too much because if you can, does it suggest that maybe it could do the entire

job for you? Folks also might be less inclined to bring their own gen AI if there was maybe

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MwNOYIo4QPJTR7YpFq__IraZO9vvjvaY6s_getpGNqA_kBNPHaKeSOrhWBWZnMx1hWHfFB_EwgvjKAW8Q9JS6tYO7aM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=620.7
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TLCYHUChJRnQPEmc3CknPnqLhSpChYMBHH-0F89DapnYpYD74yqEiPwhdeKkMia4gT2tuY68yS2Yzni_m3at2p7opw4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=636.8099999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/DfnMpHzy0GSp0epkS3s6E_yhuvad6kIQVSDFkCbKjeyeGAe9xXDs67ky_l515Dg01OqyEUJJRjABkv3gQXPUzJSKggw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=690.51
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more training, maybe if things were more standardized at a company less than four and 10

employees. So their company provides AI training according to that link to the Microsoft

report. And I imagine gents we're going to see more, at the very least, AI literacy classes at

companies. Could you see that happening soon? Yeah,

Dan Van Dyke (12:22):

Absolutely. I mean, I'm currently taking a section course that we get access through Axle

Springer to upskill myself on Gen ai. I'm working on trainings that will roll out across the

organization with other people hoping to tap you for this. Again, Henry, because he ran such

great trainings in past years. But I think from my perspective and the perspective of

everybody I've spoken to who's been on the side of, let's lean into this change, you'll probably

lose your job first to somebody who's using AI as opposed to losing it to AI purely. And really

the thing to do to become insulated to this really disruptive technology shift that probably will

result in some jobs being moved around is to become the person who's an expert at using AI

to do multiple of what you could do in the past without stretching out your workday.

Marcus Johnson (13:15):

Yeah, we have run some of those classes at the company in terms of helping folks understand

this technology. Henry, what have you made of some of those classes and what folks are

responding well to in terms of what they want to learn and what do you think will be the next

wave of teachings for folks in terms of gen ai?

Henry Powderly (13:33):

Yeah, and like Dan said, I happen to lead a couple of them here. And for the most part, I

encounter a lot of enthusiasm about the tech. I mean, I do think there's a worry that

everybody has that this is going to replace them, especially in the knowledge work field where

we sit. But by and large, I think people are really excited about it because there are those kind

of low value tasks that folks in our line of work are saddled with every day. So the premise of

o�loading some of that to a software that can help you move faster and focus more on the

high value things that you do, I think is really exciting to people though it's a change in how we

work. And so with any kind of change, there's lots of questions and I think we just need to be

patient and as a team, work through those and give everybody as much hand ons experiences

we can, working through all those challenges.

Marcus Johnson (14:21):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zrIWZKeQ4aplyk2NtikPlJIhP6Bs5MQY9saozJwNMGxQAJJj26Xxq-GWbzi_yEWDyYQilhxkEVJbl7GozWVonSAQ7iY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=742.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/riDyrSLiRmQWjY261nDM_8xC7yvi3Fp0HBDXsbvT5dnGSOU1B6G1QrPOWQXVci4iQfm_m9HogW9go9ZLZXIwJIKtrh0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=795.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CSbD5l1xbWkeCdo0-Rk6sIc3lDS47jH8JcanQWaCH6gI5N9a1FIUnHHAVyhCHMQkrmPi9dAkcZ5ZeOVO-ecttCklJAM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=813.25
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/mwpz-d1GOufyxoG4BW39NBdFo4CVj1VgwdCAaBpWWFQ_CHRhwo-h3DJ-s_1TaBTpx3F7pwXrbEN4P-FtXgbX73NwEz8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=861.61
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And that's looking at the individual employee and their daily tasks and how can this

technology help make some of those more monotonous tasks go away and make them more

e�cient. But if we zoom out our very own, max Williams was interviewing Kristen Kelly, global

Head of Media and MD at Accenture Song who told him 50% of our scope in conversations is

talent and org change design as it relates to integrating Gen AI into a company. Henry, I'll go

to you first. What on how an organization might be restructuring in terms of where it's putting

its people and what teams look like as it relates to gen ai.

Henry Powderly (14:59):

And I think we still are in early days, and so the first thing I see is folks like Dan at our

organization who are appointed into roles that are focused on AI and governance and training

and use cases. And I guess the real question is what happens after it gets mature and AI

becomes embedded in the organization and that literacy level is included? Because at that

point then, do you really need a specific AI oversight or is it really just business as usual?

Marcus Johnson (15:26):

Yeah, down.

Dan Van Dyke (15:27):

Well, hopefully we still need me, but we'll see. I agree with what Henry's saying. I think

ultimately AI is going to be so embedded in the processes that we use and our workflows that

probably won't be distinct AI units except for within technology and engineering and data

teams in that ultimately it'll be everybody's using this tech and it's as ubiquitous as the laptops

that we're using right now. So it'll become boring and it'll just fade into the background.

Marcus Johnson (15:59):

Yeah. Speaking of organizational change, let's end here. So Ryan Heath of Access again had

another piece noting AI shaking up corporate boards with the most aggressive companies

appointing AI bots as observers to their boards to help make more informed decisions. Mr.

Heath points to one of the United Arab Emirates most valuable public companies called

International Holding Company has appointed Aiden Insight to its board, which is an AI

observer. He explains. Aiden Insight is the persona of a tool called Board Navigator created

by G 42, the Gulf Region AI company that just secured 1.5 billion in investment from

Microsoft. Henry. Why do you think AI should or shouldn't have a seat on the board?

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/IS8H4kcWaVSyLiVYexOYdcTttlC2Lf_wnewFfm1cXzielmwL7V73E9hLT3WxDzQu4FAy_I-5nEYPLtBAUOlZRrFsM-s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=899.9
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tVFO4xPFbLPJa_eJmNWYuvogO4Fg7d5i4zgECVOcV8dE22ceJS6mlWaXS1hH85A0AFdLw3jZEkLj2on3bJ8J0VWJRRg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=926.18
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/9mB-NXnWiaVQlV-mA-ZzB8wjoe-Uw1fm31V5ynEDaQkiDR_05RKrBtnq7eqWnJxY3zoBIeABan8WinZHFE4UDILs8OY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=927.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/xF_Trzt4Qdote64kwgjJ53a95jI9ZcuthzYcSNgfQqo6KYbin_T00iuNXUTqXWWp01iktZ5Vn5bFvHfGj-WRfxEfub0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=959.18
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Henry Powderly (16:42):

Well, I mean, just taking a step back, I think the story is interesting and it's a little bit hyperbolic

and not necessarily widespread at this point, but what it's really getting at is the value of AI

and decision making that can go up at the highest level in the company with the board seat. I

mean, what they're really talking about in that article, it's something in the room that has the

full context of everything that's gone on about your companies that's embedded with your

company values and ethics. So it can check against decisions. It has all sorts of data that can

be analyzed on the fly so that you make smarter decisions. And I think that's essential for

somebody as high up as a board or in the C-suite. But what's really interesting is how

democratizing it's because those tools are just as available to any leader in an organization.

And I think you're going to see much more of these kind of embedded agents at management

levels throughout the entire company, not just the board. Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (17:35):

I mean, talking about throughout the entire company, David Feld of the New York Times had a

piece titled, if AI Can Do your job, maybe it can also replace your CEO. Dan, what did you

make of AI at this kind of very upper echelon level of corporate America?

Dan Van Dyke (17:49):

I think that typically the CEO role is a distillation of problems that are too di�cult for

everybody else to solve, and so they go up the chain and that if you were to outsource that to

ai, you deserve what's coming to you, which is probably not good for your business. But then

again, AI hallucinates some really good CEOs like Elon Musk hallucinate. So who knows if you

actually took a hard look at the human baseline and what AI could do, how far we are from a

world in which the premise of that question is not just an interesting sort of clickbait title, but

something that realistically we'll be looking at as a possibility in the future. And the more

interesting thing for me to think about right now is how to enable the conditions by which that

could happen that Henry was describing, which is you have a knowledge graph that connects

all the internal or external data that you handle on a day-to-Day basis, because otherwise that

would not be possible.

Marcus Johnson (18:44):

Yeah, the knowledge part of this is really interesting because it's talking about realtime

insights, right? And it's talking about taking that and pairing it with external market data as

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/RS1O4z6VfV3To12NTHBOnzEUVn-6NBRizMSqMIV9GjWxz-VbnNfOKKJHPRkS4muq23PSUcOJc95enbERU80sjF_N8f0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1002.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/z1tNSVUv4uvo2CJj8TAPDa7uKvUcZy4zS_KcAIVSzxIjO1icqpwXCEHK2VA4w-zQViYjisLT-6u_2RezdFJIDDldack?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1055.57
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/j--hQ7Bp0HGWTejXwyHmPLB7vfSy5IpCBsb5tiySI5ZV_HgwmbUqyFgaLnAhfbEa1yrOo3KC5eNOLIMuXn1eZF3QIsw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1069.68
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/KaqF2NddkYp1wMUdvSgiIq18JbXSbJk7x_71I-ghtfrn2xDTR-vvvH1hRHprn20hu9fNG6RRG80-tFSx6FxRS3f6NlQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1124.6099999
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well to o�er advice around, and that's a pretty powerful proposition, MD of a Mad Venture

group. Steve Singh contextualize it by saying quote, it's crazy for a board to still get updates

every 90 days quarterly with PDFs when predictive AI can spot a revenue issue two weeks

into a quarter. I thought it was a really interesting point. I wonder, gents, if this changes the

expectations in terms of the frequency of reporting, whether for Wall Street or internally

shareholders might be asking for a brief biweekly or at least monthly reports as opposed to

quarterly updates. The SEC required public companies should report quarterly earnings in a

standardized manner for the last 50 years in 1970. So I wonder if we do an update there in

terms of how regularly and more detailed people expect reporting to come in.

Henry Powderly (19:40):

Certainly. I mean, and if the feed of data is constantly updated and attached to some kind of

an AI model, I mean, it's really a shift to an on-demand reporting model, or at any point, any

person could request the analysis that they're looking for.

Dan Van Dyke (19:55):

Yeah, I think a lot of that can be solved by just using technology like Notion that takes the hub

of information and then pushes it out into di�erent spokes. So if you look at a company like

Levels, which is Smart Health Company, their investor updates are all done through Notion,

and they're a lot more regular than typical. And that's what VCs depend on, and it's really rich

and it actually serves as more of the operating system of the business where you can add a

glance, see all the KPIs that feed into saying how well the business is doing, and that's what

they use. AI could play a small role in that, but I think there are other solves that AI could have

nothing to do with that could lead to that outcome that you're describing.

Marcus Johnson (20:36):

Yeah. Seems like folks saw this coming. AI on the board, though nearly half of respondents to

a 2015 World Economic Forum Tech survey predicted first AI board directors would appear

by 2025, which of course is a year and a half away. I'm just waiting. I know I'm going to get the

email as soon as Mattias, our CEO hears this episode saying, replace me with ai. Will you? I'm

not suggesting that. Okay, this might be the last episode I do. I probably lost my job by doing

this, so I got time for, but this episode, thank you so much to my guests. Thank you to Henry.

Thanks, Marcus. Thank you. Sit down. Thank you. And thank you to Victoria who edits the

show, Sue and Sophie, who are also part of the podcast crew. And thanks to everyone for

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZCFeHaInLo1eYLjzJoe8MeqUZY1TxmrrdXOv1hqaDsrWIpoVchJqlQfMc_Q9pbo4QuD0ETpbPRH2oaLXG-A1HHjC-10?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1180.14
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/38OBIdSz-qPVa2-Ye1aiJf-J6pgJyo9XWc4HkKCZ0z1Kzi8_yprzYxqwjF2HMZAEQOSR0E395pr5N0YDMMEVQaCLSMI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1195.08
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listening into the Behind the Numbers Daily and eMarketer podcast made possible by

Roundel. You can hang out with Sarah Libo tomorrow on our Reimagining Retail show, where

she speaks with Becky Shilling and Zach Stambaugh and takes a pulse check on how retail has

done over the last couple of months.

 


